ANDHRA PRADESH POWER GENERATION CORPORATION LIMITED
VIDYUT SOUDHA :: VIJAYAWADA

Memo.No.CGM(Adm, IS&ERP)/DS(E)/AS(Reg)/PO(PNT & Reg)/13/2020. Dt. 18.05.2020.

Sub:- APGNECO - Regulations - Special allowances to the employees working at MCL/Talcher and SCCL/Yellandu, Manuguru, Manchiryal & Ramagundam - Orders - Issued.


****

In the reference 1st cited orders have been issued in respect of AEs and Chemists (now Asst. Executive Chemist) working in Talcher Coal Fields in Orissa State for payment of the then Generation Allowance @ 35% plus 5% linked to performance parameters for Generating Stations on minimum of ordinary grade scale of pay on par with the employees working at LSHES/Machkund keeping in view of the living conditions at Talcher Coal Fields in Orissa State.

2. In the reference 2nd cited APGNECO has issued orders revising the pay and allowances to the employees working at various generating stations w.e.f. 01.04.2018 in the revised pay scales. In the reference 3-5th cited, certain Engineers have been transferred and posted to MCL/Talcher and SCCL and kept under the control of Chief Engineer (Generation)/VS/Vijayawada duly allocating works.

3. In the reference 6th cited, the Chief Engineer (Generation)/VS/VJA and Superintending Engineer/Coal/MCL/Talcher has requested for sanction of the special allowance to the employees posted at MCL/Talcher and SCCL/Yellandu, Manuguru, Manchiryal and Ramagundam on par with Machkund/Sileru complex employees.

4. After careful examination of the issue and keeping in view of the living conditions at Talcher Coal Fields in Orissa state it is ordered that the employees working in MCL/Talcher shall be paid the Generation allowance @ 52.5% for Generating station on minimum of ordinary grade scale of pay on par with employees working at Sileru complex and the employees working in SCCL shall be paid the Generation allowance @ 32.5 % on par with the Thermal Stations on minimum of ordinary grade scale w.e.f. the date of reporting at O/o Chief Engineer/Generation/VS/Vijayawada.

5. Necessary action shall be taken accordingly.

B. SREEDHAR
MANAGING DIRECTOR
To
The Chief Engineer (Generation)/VS/VJA
The Superintending Engineer/Coal/MCL/Talcher
The Executive Engineer/Coal/SCCL/Yellandu

Contd..
Copy to the:

Dy.EE to Managing Director/VS/VJA
Dy.EE to Director (HR & IR)/VS/VJA
Dy.EE to Director (Hydel)/VS/VJA
Dy.EE to Director (Thermal)/VS/VJA
Dy.EE to Director (Coal & logistics)/VS/VJA
Dy.CCA to Director (Finance & Commercial)/VS/VJA
PO to CGM(Adm, IS&ERP)/VS/VJA
PA to Chief of Vigilance & Security/VS/VJA
Pay officer // Accounts officer (CPR)/VS/VJA
Stock file

// FORWARDED :: BY ORDER //

J. Najeti,
PERSONNEL OFFICER